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THE PAPER AND BOARD INDUSTRY 
IN LEICESTERSHIRE

Daven Chamberlain

Paper and board manufacture was never a major feature of Leicestershire’s 
industrial economy; nevertheless, the industry took hold in the county almost four 
centuries ago, and continues to operate today at a single site. The evolution of the 
industry over the first two centuries mirrored that of numerous other UK counties; 
however, what makes the Leicestershire industry unique is the development of a 
specialised product that was used almost exclusively as a raw material by other, 
larger industrial sectors in the immediate region. This synergistic existence lasted 
almost a century, and only ceased with the development of synthetic replacement 
materials in the second half of the twentieth century. This article outlines the 
process and history of paper and board manufacture, and contains a gazetteer 
of all mills known to have worked in Leicestershire, most of which still have 
remains extant. 

INTRODUCTION

Paper was invented, like so many other important materials and processes, in China, 
around two millennia hence. For much of its first thousand years of existence it was 
known only in the Far East. By the twelfth century it had made its way to mainland 
Europe and was practised in Moorish Spain, and over the proceeding centuries it 
spread slowly to encompass other countries, reaching England in the 1490s. 

From its English birthplace, in Sele, Hertfordshire, the craft dispersed across 
the country in fits and starts; the necessary skills had to be imported from 
mainland Europe, and many of the early mills failed after a relatively short 
period. However, the practice became established, and, during the sixteenth 
and early seventeenth centuries, much of the industry was focused in the south, 
predominantly around London and the Home Counties. By 1600 mills numbered 
in the tens; by 1700 they exceeded a hundred; and by 1800 could be counted 
in excess of 500. Also, most were concentrated upon manufacture of so-called 
‘brown’ or packaging grades; high-quality white papers, used for printing and 
writing, needed better quality raw materials and more exacting manufacturing 
techniques, which were followed at relatively few mills, so most of these grades 
were imported from Europe – mainly France, Italy and the Netherlands – until the 
late eighteenth century.

During this period, all European papermaking followed a familiar procedure: 
the raw material (invariably textile waste) was steeped, washed and disintegrated 
to yield individual fibres, using a set of metal-shod wooden hammers (Stampers) 
worked almost solely by water power; the fibres were diluted with water and 
dispersed in a vat; a wooden frame covered with a metal wire mesh (known as 
a Mould and Deckle) scooped a portion of this fibre dispersion, which drained 
through the mesh to leave a fibre mat on the wire; this was pressed before being 
dried in a loft to yield a paper sheet. The practice was laborious and slow, with 
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annual production of even the largest mills amounting to only a few tonnes. This 
remained the sole process until the early years of the nineteenth century, when a 
machine to automate the procedure was patented in England. By 1825, just two 
decades after the paper machine was introduced, machine production gained parity 
with hand production, each amounting to 11,000 tons. From this time on, machine 
production became dominant in this country, as it did elsewhere around the world 
just a few decades later.

Against this backdrop, Leicestershire is a county whose industrial heritage 
centred largely on mining and quarrying until the eighteenth century, when hosiery 
gained importance, followed in the nineteenth century by footwear manufacture, 
engineering and metal working. By comparison, paper manufacture was never 
of great significance; yet it is an industry that has been pursued in a more-or-
less unbroken line for almost four centuries – to this very day. However, a closer 
inspection of the papermaking history of this county pinpoints something rather 
unique – three distinct eras can be identified: 

1. From its inception until the late 1870s, which covers general hand-manufacture 
and the transition to machine making in the early to mid-nineteenth century.

2. The 1880s until 1960s, during which time a specialised product was made solely 
as a raw material for other Leicestershire industries.

3. The 1990s onwards, where paper manufacture resumed after a short break, 
with one of the success stories of the modern paper industry – hygienic tissue 
production.

It is the middle period that makes Leicestershire history unique, since this degree 
of specialisation, where the paper industry worked synergistically with other local 
industries, has yet to be found in another county. The board manufacturing that went 
on during this period certainly fed the footwear sector, although there is also some 
suggestion that it was used in engineering, particularly car manufacture – however, 
footwear was by far the more important customer. Indeed, the rapid growth in 
the footwear industry from the 1880s is undoubtedly what caused resurgence in 
paper manufacture in the county, but only along the highly specialised lines that 
will be discussed later. The first mill from this period dates from the late 1880s, and 
production lasted until the advent of new, synthetic materials in the second half of 
the twentieth century.

The following gazetteer of the various sites involved in manufacturing paper 
and board products is split in two parts, dealing with paper (lightweight) and board 
(heavyweight) mills separately. As the map (Fig. 1) shows, all these mill sites were in 
the north of the county.

GAZETTEER OF PAPER MILL SITES

Anstey Paper Mill (SK549086)

Undoubtedly the shortest lived of all paper mills in the region, its maximum working 
life was only 1873–77, the first date being provided by a directory and the last by its 
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liquidation notice.1 It was founded in the aftermath of the repeal of duty on paper, 
in 1861, during which in excess of 30 new mills appeared across the country, and 
it was the first mill in Leicestershire conceived as a machine-mill from its inception. 
The full title differentiates the site from that of Anstey Mill, a former corn mill sited 
off Gynsill Lane, a little to the south-east of this manufactory. 

Although the business was very short-lived, it has left a legacy, both physical 
and by reputation: the main building is still in existence (Fig. 2), and in May 2014 
was occupied by Words and Graphics Ltd (25 Church Lane, LE7 7AF); second, the 
road leading up to this building, but which no longer connects to it due to a recent 
housing development, is named Paper Mill Close (Fig. 3).

1 Mike Malley, ‘The Anstey Mill Co. Ltd.’, The Quarterly 75 (2010), pp. 1–8.

Fig. 1. Map of Leicestershire showing mill sites described in the gazetteer.
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For such a short-lived mill, very little documentary evidence is extant. It is noted 
in one directory of 1876 as operating a single paper machine of 50in (1.27m) width, 
and a sale notice for the equipment was published a few months after its closure.2 

2 The Leicester Chronicle and Leicestershire Mercury, 1878 (9 March), p. 4.

Fig. 2. Photograph of Anstey Mill, Summer 2013.

Fig. 3. Paper Mill Close sign.
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Castle Donington, King’s Mills (SK417275)

These mills stood on the east bank of the River Trent and are marked on several early 
maps. They were certainly the most extensive of the early industrial undertakings to 
be described in this gazetteer, since the site housed, at various times, corn, plaster, 
flint, paper and fulling mills, in addition to an iron forge and button manufactory, 
with several of these activities performed concurrently in the different buildings.3 
Furthermore, the paper manufacturing side dates from at least 1680, making this 
one of the few pre-1800 sites Alfred Shorter failed to list in his major compendium 
of early English paper mills.4 Humphrey Hopkins is the earliest papermaker’s name 
so far identified (1689), while further leases concerning the mill are noted in 1718 
and 1774,5 although whether the craft was practised continuously throughout this 
period is impossible to ascertain. 

The occupiers of the paper mill for most of its existence was a family called 
Drake, according to the biography of a notable Victorian Methodist minister 
– James Dixon – whose maternal family name was Drake.6 In this text it states 
the Drakes had rented the paper mill from the Hastings family for more than 150 
years. Although it is concerned mainly with his later, professional life, the book does 
give some interesting observations on early industrial history relating to the paper 
industry. The subject of this text was born in 1788, and at the age of ten he was sent 
to work in the paper mill run by his uncles: ‘He had to be at work by four in the 
morning; and retained through life a remembrance of the weariness this caused him 
in tender childhood.’ The mill was described as a ‘somewhat striking object. It was 
originally designed for a church (Figs 4 and 5), and is built in the Gothic style, with 
buttresses and arched windows.’ Even at this young age the future minister showed 
allegiance to his calling: ‘Paper-making began at four o’clock in the morning, and 
at eight o’clock twenty minutes were allowed for breakfast. Short as the time was, 
James always made a practice, after his conversion, of going upstairs for prayer: and 
the same at dinner-time, when they had half an hour allowed them.’ 

In 1816 the excise authority allocated numbers to each paper and board 
manufactory in England and Wales: King’s Mills were assigned No. 57, with Joseph 
Drake as the resident papermaker. In 1825 a change was noted, with the Dixon 
family (George, Joseph and Francis) the new proprietors. George became the sole 
papermaker in 1842, following the death of his brothers; he was followed by a final 
excise list which denoted Robert Chadwick as resident from 1849.

The local Pigot directories for 1832 and 1833 confirm the presence of the three 
Dixons, and in text describing the nearby town, state: ‘In the vicinity are flint, corn 
and paper mills; the latter article manufactured by steam machinery, lately erected 
by the Messrs. Dixons’, is worthy being visited by the stranger.’ This suggests the 
installation of a steam-driven paper machine in the late 1820s or early 1830s, similar 

3 George H. Green, Historical Account of the Ancient King’s Mills, Castle Donington, Leicestershire 
(Castle Donington WEA Group, August 1960).

4 Alfred H. Shorter, Paper Mills and Paper Makers in England 1495–1800 (Hilversum, 1957), p. 206.
5 Green, Historical Account … King’s Mills, p. 35.
6 Richard Watson Dixon, The Life of James Dixon, DD – Wesleyan Minister (Wesleyan Conference 

Office, London, 1874), pp. 2–3.
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in design to that shown in Fig. 6; this was the first such machine to operate in the 
county. 

In the early 1860s, Messrs William Hobson & Company can be found in 
various trade directories, where they are listed as proprietors, manufacturing 
general packaging grades such as sugar papers and browns. Since the duty on paper 
was repealed in 1861, and no excise list has been found stating the presence of 
William Hobson & Company, it is assumed this firm took control in either 1861 
or 1862 from Robert Chadwick. They continued until the mid-1870s, with just 
one exception: in one directory of 1866, T. Compere & Company was noted as 
proprietor,7 although the fact that Hobson & Company was also listed in the index 
of this directory suggests they retained their interest in the business.

The final directory entry was for 1876, where it was stated that the mill had been 
‘broken up’. In fact, the mill was closed in the first half of 1875,8 where a newspaper 
reported: ‘The extensive paper manufactory called King’s Mills, in this parish, has 
been closed, and the machinery disposed of. It is reported that no more paper will 
be made here, and although it is the matter of regret that so many are thrown out of 
employ, the character of the work was so objectionable that no one can be surprised 
at the removal of the mills, which are situated so close to the Donington Hall.’

7 The Paper Mills Directory of England, Scotland and Ireland (Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & 
Co. Ltd), 1866, pp. 18–19.

8 Leicester Journal, 1875 (2 July), p. 7.

Fig. 4. Original late Georgian sketch of ‘Paper Mill in Donington Park’, c.1812  
(© Daven Chamberlain).
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Fig. 5. Postcard of King’s Mills, Castle Donington, pre-1915. The striking building on the 
left-hand side is part of the paper mill; to the right is a weir.

Fig. 6. Graphic of early Fourdrinier paper machine, c.1845. The suspension of fibre in 
water was contained in the barrel-like structure (extreme right); this fed onto the  

moving wire, then through a press, before being held against heated cylinders by a 
continuous felt to dry, prior to being reeled up (extreme left).
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However, the story did not end there. Before the end of 1875 a court case was 
underway regarding the sale of machinery from the mills. Illegality was alleged, with 
one of the people assigned to value the machinery being charged with conspiracy 
to defraud by obtaining the lots at a reduced price, then selling them privately at a 
profit – a so-called ‘knock out’. George Burdon (a pasteboard manufacturer from 
Nottingham) was plaintiff, Arthur Toothill (a papermaker from Horsforth) was 
defendant, and Mr Marsden (a papermaker from Barnsley) and Mr Edwards (Mr 
Marsden’s London agent) were also involved. It was alleged the four conspired to 
obtain the plant cheaply, then engaged in a private sale aboard a train between 
Weston-on-Trent and Trent, where the equipment was divided between themselves, 
defrauding the creditors of the King’s Mills. The judge ruled this was a case of one 
co-partner against another in a deal where all accounts had not been settled, and 
threw out the case.9

Ultimately all of the industry at King’s Mills ceased during the early part of the 
twentieth century, reputedly after a fire in 1927. During the Second World War it 
was subject to military occupation when a certain amount of material was dumped 
and landfilled. The site was visited in the mid-1960s by historians, who noted three 
derelict waterwheels and three calcining ovens (from the plaster manufactory). 
Today the site is owned by the Hand Picked Hotel chain, and some of the old 
buildings, including the remains of the waterwheels, remain. 

Finally, as with many old and ancient sites, local legends have developed 
around the papermaking operation at King’s Mills. One in particular is worthy of 
comment – that banknote paper was made on the site. From a general rumour this 
slowly morphed into a more specific claim; the contract was with Lloyds, a local 
Birmingham bank in the mid-nineteenth century. Enquiries made in the 1950s of 
Lloyds Bank Ltd failed to illicit any evidence of a contract between the local bank 
and this mill.10 However, intriguingly, there certainly was a connection between 
the King’s Mill’s site and Lloyds Bank, because Samuel Lloyd, a banker from 
Birmingham, was in partnership with James Dix, a flint miller, and the partners 
traded at King’s Mill’s.11 So it is at least feasible that banknote paper might have 
been made at the mill when it was running a hand-made operation, but it is rather 
unlikely, given the specialist nature of this grade, coupled with the geology of the 
area, which is not particularly conducive to manufacture of such high-quality 
grades. (Manufacture of ‘fine’ papers was more common on courses of clean, pure 
water, often chalk streams and similar in southern England. Coarse packaging 
grades required less stringent water quality, and it seems more likely that these 
were made at Kings’s Mills rather than banknote grades.)

Cossington Mill (SK595129)

The earliest history of this mill, on the River Soar, is unclear, but the first date found so 
far mentioning a paper mill comes from 1637, concerning the settlement of an estate 

9 The Derby Mercury, 1875 (27 October), p. 8.
10 Green, Historical Account … King’s Mills, p. 36.
11 London Gazette, No. 16609, 1812 (2 June), p. 1068.
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on Thomas Babbington;12 this places the mill some 20 years earlier than reported 
previously by Alfred Shorter.13 A little later, Thomas Everard, a gentleman from 
Rothley, leased the corn and paper mills in 1649,14 and again in 1657;15 however, 
there is no evidence to suggest he practised the art of paper manufacture himself.

In 1666 the mills were conveyed in a marriage settlement to Thomas Babbington,16 
after which they were leased to John Gough, the younger, of Tamworth in the county 
of Warwickshire, papermaker – the first practitioner who can be so identified.17 
After a short lease in 1669,18 the next document identifying the site suggests some 
expansion had occurred, with ‘2 paper mills’ being identified.19 Following this, 
the final extant seventeenth-century document shows yet another papermaker in 
residence: William Berrisford of Wellingford, Northants.20 

Entering the eighteenth century, the next document refers to ‘2 paper mills’, 
although it makes no reference to a paper maker.21 Then another three decades 
must be breached before, perhaps, one of the most important documents from a 
papermaking perspective, when, in 1739, a ‘paper mill in Cossington lordship, with 
the newly erected engine with the mortars and presses, lately set up by Thomas 
Babington’ is described.22 In this instance an ‘engine’ almost certainly refers to 
installation of a Hollander beater; a machine for washing and dispersing rags into 
discrete fibres, which replaced stampers. A Hollander beater could process in hours 
what a stamper would in days. The Hollander beater was invented around 1650, in 
the Netherlands, and the earliest recorded use in the UK dates from 1725,23 which 
suggests Cossington was near the forefront of the UK paper industry at this time.

The next fragment, in 1754, mentions a lease to Mary, widow of John Radcliffe, 
papermaker.24 Finally, in 1793, comes a sale notice for the equipment at the mill, 
which appears to signal the end of the papermaking occupation at this site.25 

During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries it was used for corn, with 
the surnames of Hancock and Gardner in particular featuring strongly in regional 
directories. This occupation ceased around 1930. Since then its most consistent use 
appears to have been as a restaurant.

The existing building is half-timbered (Fig. 7), which is unusual for Leicestershire, 
and received Grade II listing in 1984.26 Prior to this it was recorded by Pevenser,27 

12 Documents relating to property of Babingtons of Rothley Temple, ROLLR: [c.1636?], 2D31/30; 
[1643] 2D31/45.

13 Shorter, Paper Mills, p. 206.
14 Babingtons of Rothley Temple [26 March 1649], 2D31/77.
15 Babingtons of Rothley Temple [25 June 1657], 2D31/112.
16 Babingtons of Rothley Temple [23 & 24 Jan. 1666], 2D31/149–51.
17 Babingtons of Rothley Temple [30 April 1666], 2D31/141.
18 Babingtons of Rothley Temple [17 Oct. 1669], 2D31/155.
19 Babingtons of Rothley Temple [14 Sept. 1677], 2D31/203–4.
20 Babingtons of Rothley Temple [9 Oct. 1699], 2D31/242.
21 Babingtons of Rothley Temple [23 June 1709], 2D31/263.
22 Babingtons of Rothley Temple [30 Nov. 1739], 2D31/303.
23 Richard Leslie Hills, Papermaking in Britain 1488–1988 (The Athlone Press, 1988), p. 58.
24 Babingtons of Rothley Temple [26 Feb. 1754], 2D31/343.
25 Northampton Mercury, 1793 (27 July), p. 2.
26 English Heritage website. Date listed: 12 October 1984, Building ID: 402541.
27 Nikolaus Pevenser, The Buildings of England – Leicestershire & Rutland (Penguin Books, 1973), 

p. 92.
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where it was complimented particularly on the ‘Picturesque group of brick buildings 
of the C17 and C18, the main one with a big open timber roof’. It is reached by a 
private road, just off the Syston Road near Cossington Lock (LE7 4UZ).

Local gossip suggests the mill is haunted, while another prevalent rumour is that 
paper manufacture continued until around 1830. The reason for this latter incorrect 
proposal can be traced to a local map; for the reasons discussed under ‘Rothley 
Paper Mill’, there can be no doubt that paper manufacture at Cossington ceased 
prior to 1816, and that this rumour is incorrect.

Hamilton, Kamns Mill (SK626077)

This is the only paper manufacturing establishment still operating in Leicestershire. 
Leicester Paper Company (LPC) was started in the early 1980s by the Tejani family, 
Ugandan Asians who moved to the UK in the 1970s following unrest under Idi Amin. 
Initially it was run purely as a conversion operation, taking pre-made bulk reels of 
toilet tissue, and re-reeling and cutting them to produce toilet rolls. The company 
moved to the Hamilton Industrial Park (LE5 1TZ) in 1992, and in October 1998 
made the leap into paper production by installing a Beloit paper machine (Fig. 8) on 
the opposite side of the road from the converting facility.28 

Soon after the purchase of PM1, Beloit went bankrupt, so when a decision was 
made to source a second machine the company went to the few existing machine 

28 Hugh O’Brien, ‘LPC ready to make history with new PM2 and XXL line’, Perini Journal 17 (2001).

Fig. 7. Photograph of Cossington Mill, summer 2013.
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suppliers and chose a totally new concept – TissueFlex – from Andritz of Finland, 
which was delivered in 2001.29 At 5.1m width it was almost double the size of the 
earlier machine, taking the mill capacity to around 75,000 tonnes per annum. 

The private ownership of LPC Group ended in 2010, when it was sold to the 
Italian company Sofidel, the second largest European tissue manufacturer behind 
SCA, the giant Swedish forestry and paper company. 

In addition to the paper mill the company operates a separate converting facility 
at Rothley Lodge, Mountsorrel (LE7 7NL), capable of manufacturing a range of 
household paper products with a variety of embossing designs and pack formats. 
This facility is fully automated, from parent reel to palletisation of finished product, 
with minimal human contact. Once the finished product is palletised, automated 
laser-guided vehicles take the finished product to the warehouse. This opened in 
2006.30 

Leicester, the Twelve by Eight Paper Mill (SK460301)

This is undoubtedly the oddest entry of all – indeed, one would hesitate to have 
even included it, save for the fact it was listed in several Phillips trade directories 
in the early 1960s. In fact, in the 1961 edition it was given an unusually extensive  

29 Rudolf Greimel, ‘Tissue Machines Division’, Vision (company magazine of Andritz), 2003, p. 46.
30 Anon, ‘LPC: 30 years young and growing up fast!’, Perini Journal 35 (2010).

Fig. 8. PM1 during start-up, supplied to Leicester Paper Company in 1998 by Beloit.
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write-up: ‘The Twelve By Eight Paper Mill, 2 Ratcliffe Road, Leics, 2 Vats. Annual 
output 5000 sheets. The mill is devoted to research into aesthetic possibilities of 
unusual fibres and unorthodox techniques. It supplies small quantities of special 
paper for experimental and prestige work. Made the first paper in Europe from 
Nylon and Terylene. Undertakes interesting experiments. Demonstration to societies, 
schools, & colleges, and at exhibitions and TV programmes.’

The founder was John Mason, who started experiments with papermaking 
at his home before transferring his equipment to the Leicester College of Art in 
the mid-to-late 1950s, where it occupied space on the second floor.31 During his 
time at the college, John Mason wrote about, and appeared on television to talk 
about, his craft.32 He died in 1980, but the ‘mill’ had by that time long since ceased 
production. Ultimately, this must be viewed as an amateur, artisanal endeavour, 
and was certainly never a serious commercial operation, even if it had managed to 
become listed in a reputable trade directory.

Rothley Paper Mill (SK595129)

The Simmons archive contains an entry for this putative manufactory,33 based upon 
evidence cited on OS maps dated 1824 and 1835 (Fig. 9), where ‘Paper Mill’ is 
shown above the confluence of the rivers Wreak and Soar, on the east bank of the 
Soar, but below the road leading to Cossington. The area in question is east of 
Rothley and west of Cossington, and the grid reference given by Simmons (quoted 
above) equates with the site of Cossington Mill. 

In the period in question all paper mills were subject to listing by the excise 
authority, and given a number; in the main lists of 1816,34 and 1837,35 no mill has 
been identified at Rothley, nor at Cossington – the latter having ceased production 
of paper around 30 years previously. 

Since there is no question that a mill could have been manufacturing paper 
over a number of years without the knowledge of the excise authority, we must 
conclude that the designation of ‘Paper Mill’ on the two OS maps in question is 
either a mistake or relates to a previous occupation, and that the site in question is 
synonymous with Cossington Mill.

31 John Mason, Twelve by Eight: some adventures in papermaking (College of Art, Leicester, 1958).
32 John Mason, ‘Adventurous Papermaking: the founding of the Twelve by Eight Mill’, in Five On Paper, 

A Collection of Five Essays on Papermaking, Books and Relevant Matters (North Hills Bird & Bull 
Press, 1963), pp. 28–41. See also: John Mason, Paper Making as an Artistic Craft (Leicester, Twelve by 
Eight, 1963).

33 Herbert Edward Sydney Simmons, Collection of Records Relating to British Windmills and Watermills, 
an unpublished series of scrapbooks housed in the Science Museum Library.

34 Richard Hills, ‘Excise Office List, London, 8 October 1816’, The Quarterly 66 (2008), pp. 17–22.
35 Richard Hills, ‘List of English Paper Makers, 1837’, The Quarterly 76 (2010), pp. 15–20.
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GAZETTEER OF BOARD MILL SITES

Compared with paper mills, board mills were Cinderella operations. Very often they 
were small affairs, employing very few workers. This, coupled with the fact they 
were often highly specialised in serving specific industries, meant that many trade 
directories failed to list them. Regional directories were even worse. Hence, one 
of the standard ways of tracking firms – by use of directories – is made especially 
difficult. 

Before going further it is necessary to make a distinction here in terms of what 
is meant by ‘board’. Essentially, paper and board are variants of the same material, 
board just being a heavier, and thicker, product. However, while they can both 
be made using the exact same process of dispersing fibres in water and draining 
through a mesh to yield a single sheet, with boards there are further variations 
possible. For instance, two or more sheets of paper can be pressed together, in the 
wet state, to yield a single board. Alternatively, two or more sheets in the dry state 
can be joined together with an adhesive to produce a board – in this case known 
as pasteboard. In keeping with the general topic of paper manufacture, ‘board mill’ 
in this gazetteer refers only to those premises making thick sheets of a paper-like 
material directly from a dispersed fibre slurry, and not by pasting finished sheets 
together. Furthermore, those premises producing cardboard or corrugated board are 
likewise not included. 

As regards Leicestershire, that means one specialised type of board manufactory – 
those producing ‘leather board’. This is a special material made by combining milled 

Fig. 9. Map showing ‘Paper Mill’ in-between Rothley and Cossington. (Reproduced from 
the 1835 Ordnance Survey map.)
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wood fibre and shredded leather in a papermaking process. As such the finished 
material, an early form of ‘composite material’, consists of both carbohydrate and 
protein fibres, which combine to produce a form of strong and hard-wearing sheet. 
The reason this grade of board attained significance in the county relates to its use in 
shoe manufacture, as a sole or inner liner or heel. 

What follows is an admittedly incomplete picture of the leather board industry 
in Leicestershire, gleaned from the few printed and original sources found that make 
mention of this unusual product. In part this corrects some of the mistakes made 
in earlier publications both concerning dates and also buildings, in which leather 
board manufacture was undertaken.

Birstall Mill (SK599086)

A former corn mill, the property was leased by James Staines, a local leather dealer, 
for his son, Arthur William Staines, for use as a leather board manufactory. Arthur 
almost certainly started in late 1889, and by 1891 moves were afoot to form a 
syndicate (Leicester Leather Board Company) to operate the mill,36 but this does not 
appear to have been successful because in directories that pre- and post-date this 
time, the name of A. W. Staines persists. 

In 1900 the mill was investigated for polluting the neighbourhood; a problem 
that appears to have been on-going since at least the mid-1890s.37 The 1901 
census shows A. W. Staines as 36 years of age, and still listed as a leather board 
manufacturer. Trade directories show the firm continued in operation until around 
1907, after which the Quorn Leather Board Company took over until 1908, but 
the year after it was no longer listed. However, the 1911 census shows clearly that 
leather board workers lived in the vicinity of Birstall, and other information suggests 
it was still operating post-1913; first by the Leicester Paper Staining Co., then later 
by Godfreys the dyers.38 The date of closure is unknown.

36 The Leicester Chronicle and Leicestershire Mercury, 1891 (7 March), p. 8.
37 The Leicester Chronicle and Leicestershire Mercury, 1900 (21 April), p. 6; 1900 (2 June), p. 6.
38 John Kilby, Birstall Village – a brief history of Birstall 1900–1999 with reminiscences & anecdotes 

(Birstall & District Local History Society, 2000), p. 12.

Fig. 10. Composite image showing basic mapping data for three distinct periods of the 
Birstall Mill site: left – Ordnance Survey map 1854; middle – Ordnance Survey map 

1981; right – Google Map 2014.
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Currently the existence of this once functioning site is remembered only by the 
designation of Mill Close (LE4 4EN); the site has been cleared completely and built 
upon with housing, leaving no trace of any of the mill buildings, although the mill 
pond is still present (Fig. 10).

Mountsorrel Mills (SK580152)

According to the 1901 Ordnance Survey map, the ‘Leather Board Mill’ was sited 
alongside the ‘Corn Mill’; in other words, they were separate entities, and board 
manufacture was not undertaken on the premises of the corn mill.39 The 1891 
census shows George Barks (Leather Board Manufacturer) present, while the Kelly 
Leicestershire directories of 1900 and 1904 both show ‘Scattergood & Barks’ at the 
site. However, it is the name of Paulson & Paulson that is synonymous with leather 
board manufacture at this mill, which was to become the largest such manufactory 
in the region.

Trade directories suggest Paulson & Paulson started around 1912, and lasted 
until around 1972. The earliest entries show the site operated four vats, making 
boards by hand; by the end of the First World War they were running either 11 or 12 
vats (depending upon the directory consulted), rising to 14 vats by the mid-1930s, 
and 17 by 1940 – a number that remained unchanged (according to the directories) 
until the 1970s. 

This appears to have been the main Paulson & Paulson site, and from the 1960s 
the Sileby operation tended to be subsumed into the Mountsorrel entry, suggesting 
it was a mere subsidiary venture by this time. This occurred until 1963, then from 
1964 onwards Sileby was not mentioned. However, the Mountsorrel site had always 
consisted of vats, whereas at the end the Sileby site ran a single machine of width 
50in (1.27m); yet from hereon in the Mountsorrel entry in the Phillips directory 
always mentioned both vats and a single machine. This could mean either the 
machine had been moved to Mountsorrel, or the Sileby site was retained but was 
run as a satellite operation.

Analysis of the Google Earth images suggest the current buildings on the site, 
which are occupied by Newtons4th Ltd (postcode LE12 7AT), do not match those 
shown on the 1901 OS map, so it is uncertain whether any original buildings from 
the leather board mill remain. 

Sileby Mills (SK591139)

This small manufactory (Fig. 11) is not mentioned in any county directories as a 
board manufactory; therefore, most of the information by default comes from trade 
directories and census returns. 

When it started to be used for board manufacture is uncertain. There is no 
mention of leather board workers in the 1891 census, while in 1901 a couple of 

39 As was stated, incorrectly, in Don Wix, Pauline Shacklock and Ian Keil, The River Soar in Old 
Photographs, p. 82, where there is a photograph of Mountsorrel Corn Mill, which it was stated was 
built on Main Street, and which was first a corn mill before turning to leather board. The corn mill was 
a completely separate enterprise, in no way connected with board making.
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leather board workers are included, although whether these worked in Sileby, or 
nearby Mountsorrel, is unknown. What is more certain is that, in 1908, Charles 
William Bowell the younger, who carried on a leather board manufacturing business 
at Sileby Mill under the title C. W. Bowell & Company, was declared bankrupt.40 

40 London Gazette, 1908 (24 January), p. 614 and p. 622; (28 January), p. 700; (11 February), p. 1036; 
(20 November), p. 8668; (22 December), p. 9828. London Gazette, 1909 (2 April), p. 2688.

Fig. 11. Sileby Mills, early twentieth century.

Fig. 12. Sileby Mills, photographed in summer 2013.
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Turning to trade directories, in 1912, James Hawes was running the site, but 
from 1913 onwards it was operated by Paulson & Paulson, who also ran the nearby 
site at Mountsorrel. It was shown in directories up until 1963, sometimes as a 
separate entity and sometimes as an adjunct to the Mountsorrel entry; however, 
from 1964 onwards it was not listed. 

The current building, which is shown in Fig. 12, shows sufficient of the structure 
illustrated in Fig. 11 to be still recognisable. The site is still accessed by Mill Lane, 
and now houses a boatyard and other businesses; the postcode is LE12 7UX.

Syston Mill (SK614124) 

The village of Syston has had a water mill, located on the River Wreak, since at 
least the time of the Domesday Book. In the nineteenth century the mill is known 
from both prints and paintings,41 and consisted of a two-storey structure; at this 
time the site would undoubtedly have been used for milling grain. However, by 
near the end of the century this water mill appears to have become the first of the 
Leicestershire leather board manufactories; a lease of 1886 saw the mill taken over 
by William Henry Baldwin and Benjamin Baldwin, manufacturers of ‘patent card 
board’.42 Meanwhile, the earliest mention of it in print comes from a Kelly regional 
directory of 1891, showing W. H. Baldwin as proprietor; it states the company was 
the ‘original hand made leather board manufacturer’, thus staking its claim for a 
priori position. Meanwhile, a later advert in the same directory details the many 
uses of the product that relate to shoe manufacture (Fig. 13). 

A mortgage of 1893 mentions W. H. Baldwin again,43 as does a further mortgage 
document of 1905.44 After the death of W. H. Baldwin in January 1905,45 his son, 
Archibald Harry Baldwin, continued to run the business, until at least 1923; by 
1926 we find a new company, James Hawes & Co., who operated the site until 
around 1937, after which Syston Fibre Boards Ltd were resident until the early 
1960s. 

The specialised trade directories carry additional information about the 
operation which is absent from regional or Post Office directories. Thus, we learn 
the earliest incarnation was accomplished using a single machine; in around 1911 
this was expanded to two board machines, while in 1913 it reached its maximum 
of three (specified as 48in (1.22m) width), only to reduce in the 1950s back to two 
machines. Power is never mentioned in the earliest directories, but from at least 
1911 it is stated to be both water and steam. 

The process of manufacturing leather board has already been described. As will 
no doubt be imagined, the effluent from the process was rather noxious. Needless 
to say this brought its own problems, and it comes as no surprise that a complaint 
was made which necessitated samples to be taken by the local Sanitary and Rivers 

41 George Samuel Elgood (1851–1943), ‘Syston Mill’, a painting owned by Leicestershire County 
Council, capturing the mill c.1874.

42 Syston Water Mills 1599–1983, ROLLR [10 March 1886], DE 4756/43.
43 Syston Water Mills 1599–1983, ROLLR [9 June 1893], DE 4756/45. 
44 Syston Water Mills 1599–1983, ROLLR [16 October 1905], DE 4756/49.
45 The Derby Daily Telegraph, 1905 (28 February), p. 2.
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Pollution Committee.46 Baldwins used red ochre and strong alkali when processing 
the leather, and transported effluent via wooden pipes laid upon the surface of a 
grass field, which fed into a shallow furrow for around 250 yards, thence to a ditch 
and finally to the river. The local analyst discovered it contained ‘large quantities of 
decaying tissues, swarming with bacteria, ordinarily found in putrid animal matter, 
sewage etc, and was altogether unfit to turn into a stream’. The firm was required to 

46 The Leicester Chronicle and Leicestershire Mercury, 1896 (8 August), p. 6.

Fig. 13. Advert for W. H. Baldwin, leather board manufacturer of Syston Mill, from 
Kelly Leicestershire Directory, 1895.

Fig. 14. Two graphics showing the general layout of the Syston Mill site. That on the left 
is derived from plans dating from the early 1960s, held at ROLLR – numbers have been 

added to show the uses of the main buildings: (1) wet end; (2) moulding department; 
(3) finishing department; (4) temporary stock room; (5) temporary stock room; (6) men’s 
toilet; (7) men’s canteen and time office; (8) women’s canteen and fitters shop; (9) shoe 
component factory; and (10) skid factory. The plan on the right is derived from Google 

Earth, showing the site when imaged on 27 September 2011.
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institute a process of ‘settling tanks combined with filtration and ridge and furrow 
irrigation, for the purpose of rendering the effluent fit for discharge into the river’.

Notwithstanding this pollution, it should also be noted that Mr Baldwin had 
himself jumped into the river some two years prior to this pollution complaint, to 
save a drunken groom who had been sleeping rough for a couple of nights, wandered 
into Syston and somehow contrived to fall in.47 Mr Baldwin had witnessed the 
accident, dived in and brought the exhausted man to safety, whence Dr Dalley, a 
local physician, had ‘succeeded by means of his usual restoratives, in bringing him 
round’. The man was offered a fine of 16s 6d or ten days in prison, with the hope he 
would learn from his mistake.48 As an aside, we were told this was not the first time 
Mr Baldwin had acted in this way.

Indeed, W. H. Baldwin appears to have been quite a character. Only a couple of 
months after his escapade with the drowning groom there is a report of him being 
arraigned for drunken assault on Frederick Noon, a window-blind maker.49 He was 
fined £1 or given the option of serving ten days in prison.

Many documents relating to the final years of the site can be found in the county 
archive.50 These relate to surveys performed on behalf of Jacksons of Bourne End, 
a board-making company which purchased the site in the early 1960s. Board 
manufacture ceased around this time, to be replaced by board conversion, where 
shoe components were produced using pre-manufactured material purchased from 
external board producers. The company ultimately became Stamina Components 
(Syston) Ltd, which was liquidated in 2006.51 

Today the site consists of an industrial estate (postcode LE7 1NS), and by 
comparing information on the current Ordnance Survey and Google maps with that 
on survey documents from the 1960s, it is evident the same basic buildings extant 
when board manufacture ceased are still present today (Fig. 14), so the general 
layout of the leather board factory has remained intact. 

CONVERTING COMPANIES

Although this article has focused solely upon paper and board manufacturing, it 
would be remiss not to make mention of some of the converting companies that 
have come to light during the work to unearth the information discussed herein. 
Tissue and leather board conversion has already been outlined. Directories from the 
latter half of the nineteenth century list various pasteboard and paper box makers, 
while the 1911 census lists a number of cardboard makers, mainly in Leicester. In 
terms of larger enterprises, the Gummed Paper Manufacturing Co. Ltd of Victoria 
Mills (Fig. 15), Narborough, near Leicester, operated a gummed paper-converting 
site from 1919 until at least the 1940s; meanwhile, wallpaper manufacturing was 
performed at Melody Mills, Sileby, which was later moved to a new site near 

47 The Leicester Chronicle and Leicestershire Mercury, 1894 (17 March), p. 7.
48 The Leicester Chronicle and Leicestershire Mercury, 1894 (24 March), p. 2.
49 The Leicester Chronicle and Leicestershire Mercury, 1894 (28 July), p. 6.
50 Syston Water Mills 1599–1983, ROLLR, DE 4756/parts 51–60.
51 London Gazette, No. 58024, 2006 (26 June), p. 8472.
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Loughborough, and has since been assimilated into the Anstey Wallpaper Company, 
which moved out of its home town in around 1999. Complicated though unravelling 
the partial history of leather board manufacture has been, in many ways a history of 
the converting operations in this city poses many more problems than that of base 
manufacturing… but will have to wait for another day.
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Fig. 15. A view of Victoria Mills, c.1931, used for advertising purposes.


